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List of Abbreviations
Only a protein family name is explained here if more than one isoform is mentioned in the text.
ABA - abscisic acid
ABCG36 - ABC TRANSPORTER G FAMILY MEMBER 36
ABI1 - PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2C 56
AHA1 - H(+)-ATPASE 1
AMT3;1 - AMMONIUM TRANSPORTER 3;1
AP2 - ADAPTOR PROTEIN 2
BIK1 - BOTRYTIS-INDUCED KINASE 1
BMM - Botrytis cinerea BMM
BRI1 - BRASSINOSTEROID INSENSITIVE 1
BSK1 - BRASSINOSTEROID-SIGNALING KINASE 1
CESA - cellulose synthase
CLC2 - CLATHRIN HEAVY CHAIN 2
CPK21 - CALCIUM DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE 21
CRAC - cholesterol recognition/interaction amino acid consensus sequence
CV - coefficient of variation
CW - cell wall
DCB - 2,6-dichlorobenzonitrile
DRM - detergent-resistant membranes
DRP - dynamin-like protein
EGCG - epigallocatechin gallate
elf18 - acetylated 18-amino acid fragment from N-terminal of elongation factor Tu
ERD4 - EARLY RESPONSE TO DEHYDRATION 4
flg22 - 22-amino acid peptide from N-terminal part of flagellin
FLOT - flotillin
FLS2 - FLAGELLIN-SENSITIVE 2
FRAP - fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
GFP - green fluorescent protein
GPI - glycophosphatidylinositol
HIR - hypersensitive induced reaction protein
IRT1 - IRON-REGULATED TRANSPORTER 1
ISX – isoxaben
1

KAT1 - POTASSIUM CHANNEL IN ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA 1
KOR1 - KORRIGAN 1
LTI6b - LOW TEMPERATURE-INDUCED PROTEIN 6B
LYK3 - LYSIN MOTIF RECEPTOR-LIKE KINASE 3
MT - microtubule
MyoB1 - MYOSIN-BINDING PROTEIN 1
NAA - 1-naphthalene acetic acid
NHL3 - NDR1/HIN1-LIKE PROTEIN 3
NOX - NADPH oxidase
PALM - photoactivated localization microscopy
PCC – Pearson’s correlation coefficient
PHOT1 - PHOTOTROPIN 1
PI4P - phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate
PIN - PIN-FORMED
PIP - plasma membrane intrinsic protein
PM - plasma membrane
POM2 - CELLULOSE SYNTHASE-INTERACTIVE PROTEIN 1
Pst - Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato strain DC3000
RabG3F - RAB GTPASE HOMOLOG G3F
RbohD - RESPIRATORY BURST OXIDASE D
REM - remorin
ROP - Rho of Plants GTPase
SLAC1 - SLOW ANION CHANNEL-ASSOCIATED 1
SLAH3 - SLAC1 homologue 3
SPFH - stomatin/prohibitin/flotillin/HflK/C
STED - stimulated emission depletion
STORM - stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
stp - single particle tracking
SUT1 - SUCROSE TRANSPORTER 1
SYP71 - SYNTAXIN 71
TIRF/VAEM - total internal reflection fluorescence/variable angle epifluorescence
TWD40-2 - TRANSDUCIN/WD40-2
VHA-a1 - V-TYPE PROTON ATPASE SUBUNIT A1
YFP - yellow fluorescent protein
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Abstract
This work is a collection of three research articles and one review article focused on flotillins
(FLOTs) and hypersensitive induced reaction proteins (HIRs) in Arabidopsis thaliana. FLOTs
and HIRs are closely related membrane-associated proteins forming two subfamilies both
belonging to SPFH domain superfamily. While FLOTs are present in organisms of all
evolutionary lineages HIRs are plant specific proteins. The review article sums up the knowledge
gained on FLOTs and HIRs from different organisms in terms of cellular localization, interaction
with cellular membranes and with other proteins, and physiological functions. The research
articles were targeted at three aspects of AtFLOTs and AtHIRs: involvement in response to
exogenous stimuli; determination of protein interactors; and subcellular localization and
dynamics. The first aspect was approached by transcription measurement of AtFLOTs and
phenotypic screen of single loss-of-function mutants of AtFLOTs upon various treatments
covering biotic and abiotic stress and phytohormone application. Although we observed changes
in transcription none of the treatments provoked a phenotype manifestation in any of AtFLOT
mutants. In the second article we focused on interactome of AtFLOT2 and performed coimmunoprecipitation followed by mass spectrometry determination of co-precipitated proteins.
Several proteins involved in cellular transport, water stress or plant pathogen interactions were
revealed and direct interaction of AtFLOT2 with some of them was verified using split-ubiquitin
system. These interactors point to the possible physiological functions of AtFLOT2. The
manuscript of the third article covers the investigation of localization and dynamics patterns in
all isoforms of AtFLOTs and AtHIRs. We present general plasma membrane localization for both
subfamilies with one exception where the protein is associated exclusively with the tonoplast.
However, the presence of a minor tonoplast pool accompanying the predominant plasma
membrane localization is shared among some other isoforms as well. At the plasma membrane
the signal of both AtHIRs and AtFLOTs is clustered in membrane microdomains. These
microdomains are very stable over time, especially in AtFLOTs. Despite the overall immobility
revealed by FRAP approach for both subfamilies, a slightly higher dynamics was measured for
AtHIRs. Proteins from the both groups are restricted from linear patterns within the plasma
membrane, so called corrals. We found these corrals to align with microtubules, however the
disruption of cytoskeleton did not induce any change of AtFLOT or AtHIR localization. Finally,
we observed an increase in mobility in AtHIR1 upon pharmacological inhibition of cellulose
synthesis and the same effect was also observed under partial enzymatic cell wall digestion in
AtHIR1 and AtFLOT2. Altogether our findings suggest that plasma membrane microdomain
localized FLOTs and HIRs interact with the cell wall which decreases their mobility. This
interaction may be important for the communication events at the interface between the cell and
its environment. AtFLOTs may be involved in these events, especially in process like plantpathogen interaction or water stress, which is suggested by the physiological functions of protein
interactors of AtFLOT2 and transcription responses of AtFLOTs to such stimuli.
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Abstrakt
Předkládaná práce zahrnuje tři původní články a jeden článek přehledový zaměřené na tematiku
flotillinů (FLOT) a hypersensitive induced reaction proteinů (HIR) u Arabidopsis thaliana. FLOT
a HIR jsou příbuzné rodiny proteinů asociovaných s membránami, které náležejí do nadrodiny
proteinů s SPFH doménou. Zatímco FLOTy jsou přítomné u organismů všech evolučních linií,
HIRy se specificky vyskytují jen u rostlin. Přehledový článek sumarizuje poznatky o FLOTech a
HIRech z různých organismů, především s ohledem na jejich buněčnou lokalizaci, interakci
s membránami, interakci s ostatními proteiny a na jejich možnou funkci. Prezentované původní
články sledovaly tři směry zkoumání AtFLOTu a AtHIRů: zapojení do reakcí na exogenní
podněty; nalezení proteinových interakčních partnerů; a vnitrobuněčnou lokalizaci a popis
dynamiky těchto proteinů. První přístup spočíval v měření transkripce a sady fenotypovacích
pokusů provedených na deletantech pro jednotlivé AtFLOT při ošetřeních biotickým a abiotickým
stresem a fytohormony. Byly zjištěny změny v transkripci, nicméně jsme nepozorovali žádný
měřitelný fenotypový projev u deletantů AtFLOT, který by se lišil od účinku ošetření na divoký
typ. V druhém článku jsme se zaměřili na interaktom AtFLOT2 a pomocí koimunoprecipitace a
následné hmotnostně spektrometrické analýzy jsme nalezli možné interaktory AtFLOT2. Mezi
nimi byly zejména proteiny s transportní funkcí a dále proteiny zapojené v reakci rostliny na útok
patogenů. U některých proteinů byla pomocí split-ubiquitin kvasinkového systému potvrzena
přímá interakce s AtFLOT2. Nalezené interaktory mohou být vodítkem pro odhalení funkce
AtFLOT2. Ve třetím článku (prezentovaném jako submitovaný rukopis) jsme pozorovali
buněčnou lokalizaci a dynamiku všech isoforem AtFLOTů a AtHIRů. Všechny isoformy se až na
jednu výjimku, která lokalizovala pouze do tonoplastu, vyskytovaly na plasmatické membráně.
Minoritní pool na tonoplastu doprovázející převládající lokalizaci na plasmatické membráně se
však vyskytoval i u jiných isoforem. Na plasmatické membráně se AtFLOTy a AtHIRy
vyskytovaly agregovány v mikrodoménách. Tyto mikrodomény byly velmi stabilní v čase,
zejména u AtFLOTů, AtHIRy byly mírně, avšak signifikantně mobilnější. Proteiny obou skupin
chyběly v lineárních oblastech v rámci plasmatické membrány, tzv. korálech, které
kolokalizovali s mikrotubuly. Destabilizace mikrotubulů i aktinového cytoskeletu však nevedla
ke změně charakteru lokalizace AtFLOTů ani AtHIRů. Zvýšení mobility bylo pozorováno u
AtHIR1 při inhibici syntézy celulózy a stejný efekt měla i enzymatická degradace buněčné stěny,
která vedle AtHIR1 zvýšila i laterální mobilitu AtFLOT2. V souhrnu naše výsledky ukazují, že
AtFLOTy a AtHIRy lokalizované v mikrodoménách na plasmatické membráně interagují
s buněčnou stěnou, která omezuje jejich mobilitu. Tento vztah může hrát roli v komunikaci
odehrávající se na rozhraní plasmatické membrány a buněčné stěny. AtFLOTy se mohou na
takových dějích podílet, zejména na reakcích rostliny na vodní stres nebo setkání s patogenem,
což naznačují změny transkripce AtFLOTů v takovýchto podmínkách, stejně jako fyziologické
působení proteinů interagujících s AtFLOT2 nalezených v naší studii.
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Introduction
The proposed work deals with Arabidopsis thaliana members of two closely related protein
subfamilies – flotillins (FLOT) and hypersentitive induced response (sometimes referred also as
hypersensitive induced reaction) proteins (HIR) belonging to stomatin/prohibitin/flotillin/
HflK/C (SPFH) domain superfamily (also known as Band 7 domain or PHB (prohibitin)
superfamily). As stated in the thesis title, three directions were followed to describe the studied
proteins. Three original research papers (one in the form of resubmitted manuscript) are thus
presented within the frame of the thesis, focused on (i) phenotypic analysis of single isoform lossof-function mutants of FLOTs under abiotic and biotic stresses, (ii) determination of interactors
of FLOT2, and (iii) the description of FLOT and HIR behaviour at the plasma membrane (PM).
The research articles are introduced by a review article which was composed at the beginning of
the project in order to clarify and arrange current knowledge and findings already published in
literature. After the review article at the end of the Introduction chapter a sum of information
concerning the topic of PM and microdomains is presented to provide the context and background
for the topic of the presented work and to describe some common features in proteins sharing
with FLOTs and HIRs similar localization pattern.

SPFH proteins not only in plants
In plants, SPFH protein superfamily is represented by prohibitins, stomatins, flotillins, erlins and
HIRs (Di et al., 2010). Conserved SPFH domain (ca 200 aa) is found also in protein subfamilies
that do not occur in plants, such as metazoan podocin or bacterial HflK and HflC proteins (RiveraMilla et al., 2006). On the contrary, HIRs are plant-specific SPFH proteins with homologs found
also in Haptophyta (Rose et al., 2014, Shi et al., 2015). Three isoforms of FLOT and four isoforms
of HIR among total seventeen SPFH proteins were discovered in A. thaliana genome (Figure 1,
(Gehl and Sweetlove, 2014, Di et al., 2010)). AtFLOT1 and AtFLOT2 are of tandem duplication
origin which is why they are in some papers referred as AtFLOT1a and AtFLOT1b (Jarsch et al.,
2014, Yu et al., 2017), however within this thesis the AtFLOT/AtHIR nomenclature is applied as
depicted in Figure 1.
Despite the vast range of processes in which mammalian FLOTs were described to take
part, plant isoforms remain still rather poorly characterized. On the other hand, more extensive
knowledge, mainly on PM localization, induction of expression or interaction with leucine-rich
repeat proteins during pathogen attack, is available for HIRs of several species. In order to deduce
5

possible processes and function in which plant FLOTs might be implicated we compared plant
and mammalian FLOT homologs as well as summarized the published findings on HIRs from
various species in the following review article.

Figure 1: Cladogram of SPFH protein family of Arabidopsis thaliana. Flotillins are closely related
to HIRs while proteins with mitochondrial localization – prohibitins and stomatins – form a
distinct clade. PHB - prohibitin, SLP -stomatin, ELP – erlin, HIR - hypersensitive induced response
protein, FLOT - flotillin. Adapted from Gehl and Sweetlove, 2014.

Since the time the review was published some new findings replenishing the information
provided in the article have been gained. Importantly, AtFLOT1 was found to bind AtFLOT3 by
its C-terminal domain, while N-terminal SPFH domain was not able to provide the interaction
(Yu et al., 2017). This heterooligomerization of FLOT isoforms is known to be vital for stability,
proper trafficking and functioning of the two mammalian FLOTs (Babuke et al., 2009, Solis et
al., 2007) and was also reported for AtHIRs where all four isoforms are able to form pairwise
heterooligomers (Qi et al., 2011) as well as for apple MdHIR4 which binds other three MdHIR
6

isoforms (Chen et al., 2017). AtHIR1 was also reported to form homo- mono- up to penta-mers
(Lv et al., 2017b). Increasing number of evidence has been collected on the role of AtFLOT1 in
clathrin-independent endocytosis of PM-localized transporters or enzymes (Wang et al., 2013,
Hao et al., 2014, Li et al., 2011) as well as receptor-like kinases which is promoted under their
ligand recognition and that is further followed by FLOT-assisted endocytosis of the kinase (Wang
et al., 2015, Cui et al., 2018). This is reminiscent of metazoan FLOT action where internalization
of activated Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor is of the major flotillin functions (Solis et al.,
2012). Similarly, in Medicago truncatula MtFLOT4 colocalizes with activated coreceptor kinase
MtLYK3 (Haney et al., 2011), however, an additional membrane microdomain protein
MtSYMREM1interacting with MtFLOT4 is involved in this process (Liang et al., 2018).
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Paper # 1
Title: Flotillins, Erlins, and HIRs: From Animal Base Camp to Plant New Horizons
Authors: Michal Daněk, Olga Valentová, Jan Martinec

Summary: Plant stomatin/prohibitin/flotillin/HflK/C (SPFH) proteins are represented by
prohibitins, flotillins, stomatins, erlins, and hypersensitive induced reaction proteins (HIRs). The
purpose of this review is to summarize the current state of knowledge regarding plant flotillins
and HIRs and to assign putative functions of plant flotillins and erlins based on the known
functions of their mammalian homologs. Similar to human flotillins, plant flotillins are localized
in membrane microdomains, and involved in endocytosis, and interact with receptor kinases.
HIRs play an important role in plant immunity by promoting the hypersensitive response and
binding to leucine-rich repeat proteins. In this way, they participate in resistance to bacterial or
fungal pathogens. We further focused on flotillins, HIRs, and erlins in Arabidopsis thaliana and,
using public databases, described them in terms of the following: 1) their transcription throughout
plant ontogeny and under various environmental conditions; 2) the presence of conserved
domains or characteristic motifs in their amino acid sequences; and 3) their potential interactions
with other proteins. Based on these data, we hypothesize about their additional functions and
properties.

DOI: 10.1080/07352689.2016.1249690

Citation: DANĚK, M., VALENTOVÁ, O. & MARTINEC, J. 2016. Flotillins, Erlins, and HIRs:
From Animal Base Camp to Plant New Horizons. Critical Reviews in Plant Sciences.

My contribution: First and corresponding author. I performed the collection and research of
literature, carried out prediction of domains and motifs in the protein sequences, realized search
for protein interactors in databases, prepared figures and wrote the text.
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Plasma membrane structure and dynamics mainly in plants
In the original proposition, the fluid mosaic model of cellular membranes considered lipid bilayer
a liquid environment in which membrane proteins are embedded and their behaviour is from a
major part affected by the interaction with lipids of the bilayer with additional minor contribution
of oligosaccharides bound to the proteins. Clustering of proteins within the membrane was
already observed in the original paper even though monomolecular distribution in the fluid bilayer
was supposed to occur under normal conditions while redistribution into clusters was proposed
to happen upon protein modification (Singer and Nicolson, 1972).
Over the following decades the model has been revised and additional cell compartments
have been taken into account to take part in the membrane organization. Effect of cytoskeleton
components on membrane protein mobility by binding or steric confinement (Kusumi and Sako,
1996) as well as the restriction of mobility of phospholipids by F-actin (Fujiwara et al., 2002) are
summarized in the picket and fence model of PM. Membrane component is there limited in its
free movement in a restricted area delimited with cytoskeleton network (fences) underlying PM
which is attached to PM by interaction with transmembrane proteins (pickets). The fences can be
overcome by so called hop diffusion, however such an event is far less probable for objects of a
higher size such as oligomers or protein complexes which can thus be immobilized (Ritchie et
al., 2003). The model is supported by the fact that pharmacological alteration of cytoskeleton was
reported to affect performance of several PM localized proteins also in plants. Microtubule (MT)
depolymerisation decreased the density of microdomains defined by remorins without abolishing
the microdomain identity (Szymanski et al., 2015, Liang et al., 2018), whereas actin
depolymerisation induced the loss of microdomain localisation pattern which became
homogeneous (Szymanski et al., 2015). Both tubulin and actin depolymerisation led to decrease
of mobility of AtFLOT1 and AtHIR1 (Li et al., 2012, Lv et al., 2017b) and also to an increase of
microdomain density in AtHIR1 (Lv et al., 2017b). Moreover, the movement of AtHIR1
fluorescence spots was confined within the areas delimited by cortical MTs (Lv et al., 2017b).
On the other hand, cytoskeleton disruption increased single particle mobility of AtFLS2 while
there was no effect on mobility of AtLTi6b or AtPIN3 (McKenna et al., 2019) which suggests that
there is no general impact of cytoskeleton on PM protein dynamics.
In plant cells, an additional confinement mechanism for PM protein mobility was
observed – the cell wall (CW). CW structure disruption induced by pharmacological approach
increase mobility and microdomain size of AtPIN3 and AtFLS2 (McKenna et al., 2019). Cellulose
synthesis inhibition or digestion of CW polysaccharides as well as by plasmolysis which leads to
separation of PM from CW was reported to increase the mobility of AtPIN1 (Feraru et al., 2011),
GPI-anchored GFP or GFP fused to extracellular terminus of a transmembrane domain
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(Martiniere et al., 2012). Similarly, water transporter AtPIP2;1 mobility was increased under
osmotic challenging and mild plasmolysis (Hosy et al., 2014). Interestingly, plasmolysis had no
effect on mobility of common PM marker protein AtLTi6b (Hosy et al., 2014) while cellulose
synthesis inhibition even decreased the mobility of the protein (Martiniere et al., 2012). The effect
of PM and CW separation on the individual protein mobility may be also indirect as plasmolysis
induces depolymerisation of actin filaments (Tolmie et al., 2017, Yu et al., 2018) which can also
influence the PM-associated protein behaviour (see above).
Differential lipid and protein composition in different areas of PM was observed resulting
in the concept of lipid rafts, membrane platforms of higher order enriched in sphingolipids and
sterols which can recruit and cluster signalling proteins (Simons and Ikonen, 1997). The local
sequestration of phosphatidylserine visualized using genetically encoded sensor into nanoclusters
within PM has been recently observed by sptPALM approach (Platre et al., 2019). Relatively few
reports have been made so far on the effect of lipid alteration on PM microdomain proteins by in
vivo approaches. Among these, pharmacological sterol sequestration from PM or alteration of
sterol, phosphoinositide or sphingolipid synthesis inhibited clustering of a StREM1.3 at PM
(Gronnier et al., 2017) but promoted relocalization into larger clusters followed by overall
decrease in foci density in AtPIP2;1 (Li et al., 2011) and AtRbohD (Hao et al., 2014). Alteration
of phosphatidylserine levels changed the clustering of AtROP6 (Platre et al., 2019). In AtFLS2,
AtFLOT1 and AtHIR1 sterol sequestration decreased the mobility of the proteins when
determined by sptTIRF/VAEM (Li et al., 2012, Lv et al., 2017b, Cui et al., 2018).
The proteins observed in microdomains are also often present in so called detergentresistant membranes – DRM (also termed detergent-insoluble membranes – DIM), i.e. membrane
fraction resistant to solubilisation with mild detergents such as Triton X-100 (Borner et al., 2005)
or Brij-98 (Demir, 2010). This often leads to erroneous impression that membrane
micro/nanodomains and DRM are interchangeable counterparts (e.g. (Mongrand et al., 2004).
Besides protein accumulation DRM are also enriched in specific lipid classes such as sterols,
polyphosphoinositides and glucosylceramides (Furt et al., 2010) however it is important to keep
in mind that the concomitant separation of lipids and proteins into DRM is heavily impacted by
the extraction conditions (Guillier et al., 2014) and DRM should be rather considered as a
systematic artefact (yet valuable) since colocalization or simultaneous enrichment of such lipids
and proteins was hardly ever observed in vivo. However, reduced DRM-associated proteome was
observed in plants deficient in synthesis of sphingolipids (Nagano et al., 2016) or under sterol
depletion (Demir et al., 2013). The association of a given protein with DRM may be affected by
lipidation (Sorek et al., 2017) or phosphorylation (Demir et al., 2013). AtFLOT1, AtHIR1,
AtHIR2 and AtHIR4 were identified enriched in DRM (Borner et al., 2005). OsFLOT was
depleted from DRM in lines with lowered synthesis of sphingolipid while it was enriched in DRM
in wild type rice (Nagano et al., 2016).
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In artificial unilamellar vesicles prepared from lipid mixtures lipids can separate in
distinct regions different in so called membrane or lipid order. Liquid-ordered phase (Lo) is
enriched in rather saturated, long acyl chain lipid species which are more tightly and regularly
organized while liquid-disordered phase (Ld) is more fluid and contains higher portion of
unsaturated lipids (Veatch and Keller, 2003, Kaiser et al., 2009). Membrane order can be in vivo
measured using fluorescence dyes which change their emission based on the order of membranes
in which they are incorporated such as Laurdan or Di-4-ANEPPDHQ (Amaro et al., 2017). Submicrometer regions of higher membrane order were observed in vivo in spruce pollen tube (Liu
et al., 2009) and epidermal leaf cells of tobacco (Gronnier et al., 2017). The main lipid species
contributing to the change of order in artificial vesicles constituted from the mixture of
phospholipids are in plants phytosterols while the sphingolipids do not induce significant
alteration unless they are combined with phytosterols (Grosjean et al., 2015, Cacas et al., 2016).
The effect of sterols was also observed in vivo in actual PM where sterol complexation induced
by filipin increased the membrane order (Bonneau et al., 2010) while depletion of sterols
promoted a decrease in order (Gerbeau-Pissot et al., 2014). Membrane order is also decreased by
the presence of proteins in PM whereas CW or cytoskeleton disruption or overall inhibition of
phosphorylation did not affect the order (Grosjean et al., 2018). Membrane microdomains formed
by StREM1.3 or PmNOX preferentially colocalized with PM areas of higher order (Liu et al.,
2009, Gronnier et al., 2017). The lipid species are asymmetrically distributed between the inner
and outer leaflet of PM (Tjellstrom et al., 2010) and sterols and sphingolipids were proposed to
form subregions of higher order within PM spanning from outer to inner leaflet by so called
interdigitation of long acyl chains of the lipids in these regions (Raghupathy et al., 2015, Cacas
et al., 2016). Effect of phospholipids on membrane identity or mobility was described in AtROP6
(Platre et al., 2019) and StREM1.3 (Gronnier et al., 2017).
Human flotillins interact with cholesterol by recognition/interaction amino acid
consensus (CRAC) motifs (Roitbak et al., 2005). We found several putative CRAC motifs also
in the sequences of AtFLOTs and AtHIRs (Daněk et al., 2016), however experimental
confirmation of such interaction still remains to be carried out. However, CRAC motif was
proven to be crucial for PM microdomain localization in MxIRT1 as well as for its enrichment in
DRM (Tan et al., 2018) which suggests that CRAC motif may apply in phytosterol binding in
plants too. Interestingly Arabidopsis lines with decreased expression of AtFLOT1 showed lower
amounts of sterols present in PM (Li et al., 2012) together with decrease of PM order (Zhao et
al., 2015). Moreover, murine FLOT1 is important for trafficking of sphingosine, a sphingolipid
precursor, to PM and enrichment of sphingolipids in DRM (Riento et al., 2018). These findings
indicate that the relation between FLOTs and lipids may be double-sided, i.e. that proteins can
also affect lipid fate in addition to the directions from lipids to proteins which seems to be
prevailing research approach.
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Plasma membrane micro/nanodomains in plants
With the ongoing progress in live imaging techniques many membrane-associated proteins are
revealed to be unevenly localized throughout PM while they are found to form clusters or distinct
fluorescent foci termed membrane microdomains or nanodomains. The latter term reflects the
fact that the actual dimensions of the observed clusters is usually below one micrometre.
Although the both terms are often used interchangeably in the literature my opinion is that the
terms should be used not only based on the determined size (that can be ex post measured at the
obtained images) but also the technique by which they were detected or analysed. In other words,
approaches allowing the distinction at nanometre scale (reasonably called “nanoscopy”: STED,
STORM, PALM, MINFLUX, or the ones enabling single particle tracking such as TIRF/VAEM
really provide the information about the domain at nanoscale while confocal techniques (which
we used) with resolution in hundreds of nanometres provide the information on micrometre scale
and the observed structures should be referred as “microdomains”, which is the term I will use
describing the achievement of the presented work.
Besides FLOTs and HIRs, plant proteins observed to form PM microdomain are involved
in variety of functions such as transport: AtSLAC1, AtSLAH3, AtPIP2;1, AtKAT1, AtSUT1,
AtPIN2, AtAMT1;3 (Demir et al., 2013, Retzer et al., 2017, Jarsch et al., 2014, Krügel et al.,
2008, Wang et al., 2013); cellulose synthesis: AtCESA3, AtCESA6, AtKOR1, AtPOM2 (Bashline
et al., 2015, Worden et al., 2015); clathrin-mediated endocytosis: AtCLC2, AtAP2, AtTWD40-2,
AtDRP1A, AtDRP1C (Konopka et al., 2008, Konopka and Bednarek, 2008, Li et al., 2011,
Bashline et al., 2015); (de)phosphorylation: AtABI1, AtCPK21, AtROP6 (Demir et al., 2013,
Platre et al., 2019); ROS productions: AtRbohD, PmNOX (Liu et al., 2009, Hao et al., 2014);
light sensing: AtPHOT1 (Xue et al., 2018) or receptor recognition and subsequent signalling:
AtFLS2, AtBRI1, AtBIK1, AtBSK1, MtLYK3 (Haney et al., 2011, Wang et al., 2015, Bücherl et
al., 2017). Prominent plant-unique protein family with many isoforms described as microdomainassociated are remorins (Raffaele et al., 2009, Jarsch et al., 2014, Gronnier et al., 2017, Bücherl
et al., 2017). AtREM1.3 was found to interact with AtHIR1 (Lv et al., 2017b).
AtFLOT1 microdomains partially colocalized with the ones of AtRbohD (Hao et al.,
2014), AtPIP2;1 (Li et al., 2011), AtAMT1;3 (Wang et al., 2013), AtBRI1 (Wang et al., 2015) and
AtFLS2 (Cui et al., 2018). In the last two mentioned cases, the colocalization was increased after
the treatment with epibrassinolide or flg22, respectively, i.e. by the ligands recognized by the
receptor proteins. Together with the findings that upon flg22 treatment AtFLOT1 microdomains
were more mobile, the protein was to a greater extend endocytosed and degraded or callose
deposition was lowered in AtFLOT1 knock-down lines (Yu et al., 2017) it is possible that AtFLOT
roles comprise functional association with receptor like kinases.
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Aims and Questions
The overall goal of the project was originally to find and describe physiological functions of
AtFLOTs and AtHIRs in A. thaliana. As HIR roles in plant-pathogen interactions are well
documented not only in Arabidopsis, we later focused mainly on AtFLOTs. For that purpose, we
chose three experimental approaches corresponding with three major questions:

(i) What are the physiological cues in which AtFLOTs and AtHIRs are involved?
To address this questions we performed a battery of phenotyping assays using the loss-of-function
T-DNA insertion mutant. Treatments were selected in line with the data obtained from
Genevestigator where an increase was indicated for AtFLOTs and AtHIRs expression.
(Paper # 2)

(ii) What are the protein interacting with AtFLOTs?
We supposed that the interactome of a protein could suggest its functions based on the known
roles of the interactors. We decided to assess the interactome of AtFLOT2 as only little was
published about this protein.
(Paper # 3)

(iii) Which are the localization characteristics of AtFLOT and AtHIR single isoforms? Are
there differences between individual isoforms? Which factors determine the protein
localization or dynamics?
We observed stable lines expressing fluorescently tagged isoforms of AtFLOTs and AtHIRs. We
assume that the cues that would provoke changes in a given protein mobility or localization
pattern could point us to the direction of its function.
(Paper – manuscript # 4)
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Results
The obtained results are presented in form of two published papers and one submitted manuscript.
The order and topic of the papers corresponds with the three areas of the study mentioned in Aims
and Questions. In the Paper # 2 we report our results gained in the transcription analysis of
AtFLOTs under different stimuli and in phenotypic screen of single loss-of-function mutants of
AtFLOTs under several treatments. In the Paper # 3 we attempted to determine protein interactors
of AtFLOT2 by co-immunoprecipitation followed by mass-spectrometry analysis and verification
of the direct interactions using split-ubiquitin system. We hoped that the revealed putative protein
partners could help us find AtFLOT2 function. Finally, in the manuscript of Paper # 3 we focused
on the whole group of AtFLOTs and AtHIRs from the point of their behaviour in the cell. For that
we used several approached of confocal observation of single isoforms tagged with fluorescent
proteins.
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Paper # 2
Title: Characterisation of Arabidopsis flotillins in response to stresses
Authors: Kristýna Kroumanová, Daniela Kocourková, Michal Daněk, Lucie Lamparová,
Romana Pospíchalová, Kateřina Malínská, Zuzana Krčková, Lenka Burketová, Olga Valentová,
Jan Martinec, Martin Janda

Summary: Plant flotillins, a subgroup of the SPFH domain protein superfamily, consist of three
proteins, AtFLOT1, AtFLOT2, and AtFLOT3 in Arabidopsis thaliana. The exact functions of
flotillins in plant cell has not been established yet. In this study we focused on the role of flotillins
in response to both abiotic and biotic stresses and on the response to phytohormones abscisic acid
and 1-naphthalene acetic acid (NAA) in A. thaliana. We observed transcriptomic changes of
AtFLOT genes in response to high salinity and cold, treatment with 22-amino acid peptide from
N-terminal part of flagellin (flg22), and after infection with Botrytis cinerea. Transcription of
AtFLOT2 increased up to 60 times after flg22 treatment. Also, treatment with B. cinerea increased
transcription of AtFLOT1 10 times and of AtFLOT3 14 times. Furthermore, we used T-DNA
knock-out single mutants for all three A. thaliana flotillins and we measured root growth in
response to high salinity, cold, phosphate starvation, nitrogen starvation, and abscisic acid and
NAA treatments. Subsequently, we measured the reactive oxygen species production and callose
accumulation after the treatment with flg22. Next, we performed resistance assays to
Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000 and B. cinerea. In contrast to transcriptomic changes,
knocking-out of only single FLOT gene did not lead to significant changes in response to all
tested stresses.

DOI: 10.32615/bp.2019.017

Citation: KROUMANOVÁ, K., KOCOURKOVÁ, D., DANĚK, M., LAMPAROVÁ, L.,
POSPÍCHALOVÁ, R., MALÍNSKÁ, K., KRČKOVÁ, Z., BURKETOVÁ, L., VALENTOVÁ,
O., MARTINEC, J. & JANDA, M. 2019. Characterisation of Arabidopsis flotillins in response
to stresses. Biologia plantarum, 63, 144-152.

My contribution: I collected the T-DNA insertion lines and isolated homozygotes. I performed
the selection of treatments based on the analysis of expression of the single isoforms in
Genevestigator. I carried out the initial set of experiments which were further developed and
continued by the co-authors. I took part in writing the manuscript.
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Paper # 3
Title: Mapping of Plasma Membrane Proteins Interacting with Arabidopsis thaliana Flotillin 2
Authors: Petra Junková, Michal Daněk, Daniela Kocourková, Jitka Brouzdová, Kristýna
Kroumanová, Enric Zelazny, Martin Janda, Radovan Hynek, Jan Martinec, Olga Valentová

Summary: Arabidopsis flotillin 2 (At5g25260) belongs to the group of plant flotillins, which are
not well characterized. In contrast, metazoan flotillins are well known as plasma membrane
proteins associated with membrane microdomains that act as a signaling hub. The similarity of
plant and metazoan flotillins, whose functions most likely consist of affecting other proteins via
protein–protein interactions, determines the necessity of detecting their interacting partners in
plants. Nevertheless, identifying the proteins that form complexes on the plasma membrane is a
challenging task due to their low abundance and hydrophobic character. Here we present an
approach for mapping Arabidopsis thaliana flotillin 2 plasma membrane interactors, based on the
immunoaffinity purification of crosslinked and enriched plasma membrane proteins with mass
spectrometry detection. Using this approach, 61 proteins were enriched in the AtFlot-GFP plasma
membrane fraction, and 19 of them were proposed to be flotillin 2 interaction partners. Among
our proposed partners of Flot2, proteins playing a role in the plant response to various biotic and
abiotic stresses were detected. Additionally, the use of the split-ubiquitin yeast system helped us
to confirm that plasma-membrane ATPase 1, early-responsive to dehydration stress protein 4,
syntaxin-71, harpin-induced protein-like 3, hypersensitive-induced response protein 2 and two
aquaporin isoforms interact with flotillin 2 directly. Based on the results of our study and the
reported properties of Flot2 interactors, we propose that Flot2 complexes may be involved in
plant–pathogen interactions, water transport and intracellular trafficking.

DOI: 10.3389/fpls.2018.00991

Citation: JUNKOVÁ, P., DANĚK, M., KOCOURKOVÁ, D., BROUZDOVÁ, J.,
KROUMANOVÁ, K., ZELAZNY, E., JANDA, M., HYNEK, R., MARTINEC, J. &
VALENTOVÁ, O. 2018. Mapping of Plasma Membrane Proteins Interacting with Arabidopsis
thaliana Flotillin 2. Frontiers in Plant Science, 9.

My contribution: Shared first authorship with Petra Junková. I took part in the selection of
AtFLOT2-GFP line used for Co-IP/MS. I cloned the constructs used in split-ubiquitin assay and
performed the assay. Together with Petra Junková I wrote the majority of the manuscript.
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Manuscript of the Paper # 4
Title: Cell wall contributes to the stability of plasma membrane microdomain organization of
Arabidopsis thaliana FLOTILLIN2 and HYPERSENSITIVE INDUCED REACTION1 proteins
Authors: Michal Daněk, Jindřiška Angelini, Kateřina Malínská, Jan Andrejch, Zuzana
Amlerová, Daniela Kocourková, Jitka Brouzdová, Olga Valentová, Jan Martinec, Jan Petrášek

Summary: Current models of plasma membrane (PM) postulate its organization in various nanoand micro-domains with distinct protein and lipid composition. While metazoan PM
microdomains usually display high lateral mobility, the dynamics of plant microdomains is often
highly spatially restricted. Here we have focused on the determination of the PM distribution in
microdomains for Arabidopsis thaliana flotillin (AtFLOT) and hypersensitive induced reaction
proteins (AtHIR), previously showed to be involved in response to extracellular stimuli. Using in
vivo laser scanning and spinning disk (SD) confocal microscopy in Arabidopsis thaliana we
present here their microdomain localization in various epidermal cell types. Fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and kymographic analysis revealed that PM-associated
AtFLOTs contain significantly higher immobile fraction than AtHIRs. In addition, much lower
immobile fractions have been shown in tonoplast pool of AtHIR3. Although both groups of
proteins were spatially restricted in their PM distribution by corrals co-aligning with microtubules
(MTs), pharmacological treatments showed no or very low role of actin and microtubular
cytoskeleton for AtFLOT and AtHIR microdomain organization. Finally, pharmacological
alteration of cell wall (CW) synthesis and structure resulted in changes in lateral mobility of
AtFLOT2 and AtHIR1. Accordingly, partial enzymatic CW removal increased the overall
dynamics as well as individual microdomain mobility of these two proteins. Such structural links
to CW could play an important role in their correct positioning during PM communication with
extracellular environment.

Current state: The manuscript is the revised version of the article. It has been resubmitted in the
Plant Journal after original rejection with resubmission encouraged of the previous version of the
manuscript. Several items were added in the paper upon request of the reviewers or by the authors
themselves in order to increase its quality prior to the resubmission.

My contribution: First and corresponding author. I took part in the selection of AtFLOT1/2/3GFP lines. I greatly participated in the microscopic analysis, especially in the original screen of
all lines and in final parts involving cell wall alteration. With great help of Jan Petrášek I wrote
the manuscript.
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Discussion and perspectives
In the presented papers we showed (i) that transcription of AtFLOTs is changed under several
stimuli, however no apparent phenotype was observed in single isoform loss-of-function mutants
under the treatments tested. (ii) We revealed several membrane proteins to interact with
AtFLOT2, many of these interactions are direct. Among them, important parts of the identified
proteins are involved in transport (especially water transport) and response to biotic and abiotic
stress. (iii) We observed differences in the localization of single isoforms of AtFLOTs and AtHIRs
– some of them were found only at PM while others shared PM and tonoplast localization. One
AtHIR isoform was localized exclusively at the tonoplast. We observed differences in single
isoform dynamics at PM, when AtFLOTs were generally more stable than AtHIRs, however
overall mobility of the proteins from the both groups were very low. We observed the effect of
CW on the mobility of the proteins from both groups.

Lack of phenotype in single loss-of-function mutants of AtFLOTs
To find out the possible functions of AtFLOTs we decided to apply reverse genetics approach.
We focused on AtFLOTs since only low knowledge has been gained so far on them while AtHIRs
have been already documented to play an important role in induction and control of
hypersensitive response intensity under pathogen attack by the mechanism of interaction with
resistance proteins (Qi et al., 2011, Qi and Katagiri, 2009). Similar function and mechanism was
reported for HIRs from other plants such as pepper (Choi et al., 2013, Jung and Hwang, 2007,
Jung et al., 2008), rice (Zhou et al., 2010, Zhou et al., 2009), barley (Rostoks et al., 2003), wheat
(Zhang et al., 2011, Zhang et al., 2009, Yu et al., 2013, Yu et al., 2008, Liu et al., 2013, Chen et
al., 2012, Duan et al., 2013), tobacco (Choi et al., 2011, Li et al., 2019) or soy (Xiang et al., 2015).
Before the beginning of the phenotyping screen we selected the treatments based on
expression data obtained from Genevestigator (Daněk et al., 2016). As Genevestigator ATH1
chip recognizes both AtFLOT1 and AtFLOT2 transcripts by the same probe and it is thus
impossible to discern whether the two closely related isoform respond in the same way to a given
cue we measured the transcription level of AtFLOTs under some of the treatments using
quantitative real-time PCR. We decided to test biotic, abiotic and phytohormone cues and
performed performance tests under cold, salt, nitrogen and phosphate starvation, abscisic acid
(ABA), naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA) Botrytis cinerea BMM (BMM), Pseudomonas syringae
pv. tomato DC3000 (Pst) and bacterial elicitor flg22. For the treatment of AtFLOT2 mutant,
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another bacterial elicitor elf18 was used as AtFLOT2 mutant was in the background of
Wassilewskija ecotype which is deficient in functional AtFLS2 that encodes flagellin receptor
(Gomez-Gomez et al., 1999).
We observed some differences between our measurements and Genevestigator data
where all of the selected treatments induced an increase in the transcription. The most pronounced
difference was in case of Pst and ABA, where we did not detect any difference in transcription
of all three AtFLOTs. In case of ABA, the observed lack of a change may be caused by the great
variability in our transcription data after ABA treatment. Salt treatment downregulated AtFLOT1
and AtFLOT2 instead of an increase. Cold treatment enhanced the transcription only in AtFLOT3
while the other two isoforms remained unaffected. On the other hand, bacterial elicitor flg22 and
BMM induced the expected increase in transcription. In case of salt, flg22 and BMM treatment
more than one isoform of AtFLOTs responded in the same direction (usually AtFLOT1 and
AtFLOT2 shared the same pattern) which suggests redundant involvement of AtFLOTs in the
related biological processes.
The functional redundancy of single isoforms is a probable explanation for the absence
of any phenotype in the tested single loss-of-function mutants. Especially the functional linkage
between AtFLOT1 and AtFLOT2 seems probable as these two are tandem duplicates (Di et al.,
2010) and their transcription responded similarly in our screen. Moreover, a growth phenotype
as well as reduction of flg22-induced callose deposition is described in amiRNA knock-down
line with simultaneously decreased AtFLOT1 and AtFLOT2 expression (Li et al., 2012, Yu et al.,
2017). We did not observe any such effect in single mutants for neither of the two isoforms and
we also did not detect any differences in hydrogen peroxide production upon flg22 treatment in
none of AtFLOT single mutants when compared with wild type. Interestingly, the involvement
of FLOTs in plant-microbe interaction was reported in M. truncatula, where several MtFLOTs
are important for nodulation by the means of functional linkage with receptor kinase MtLYK3
recognizing rhizobacterial signalling molecule Nod factor. This resembles the situation in A.
thaliana where receptor kinase AtFLS2 upon activation by its ligand flg22 increases its
colocalization with AtFLOT1 (Cui et al., 2018) which is then endocytosed and degraded with an
increased intensity (Yu et al., 2017).
We did not observe any phenotype in nitrogen starvation experiments although cellular
dynamics

of ammonium transporter

AtAMT1;3 was

described to be altered in

AtFLOT1/AtFLOT2 double knock-down mutant (Wang et al., 2013).
Based on our observation of no phenotype in single mutants it is necessary to produce
multiple mutants of AtFLOTs. Given that AtFLOT1 and AtFLOT2 loci are adjacent one to each
other at the same chromosome, there is no way to obtain double mutants in these genes by
crossing individual single mutants. One possibility to generate double mutant the usage of RNAibased approach (as in Li et al. 2012) where both loci can be targeted by single interfering RNA
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with a high probability due to close sequence similarity of both genes. Another method is
CRISPR/Cas9 editing which enables multiple targeting and thus to delete all three AtFLOTs in
one go. Attempts have been made in out lab without satisfying results yet. RNAi-produced knockdown mutants might be in fact more valuable in case that total ablation of multiple isoforms had
a severe impact on plant performance.

Interactome of AtFLOT2
Mammalian homologs of FLOTs were reported to form functional complexes with a number of
proteins among which cytoskeleton related proteins (Baumann et al., 2000, Liu et al., 2005,
Langhorst et al., 2008) and tyrosine kinases (Ullrich and Schlessinger, 1990, Neumann-Giesen et
al., 2007, Amaddii et al., 2012) are the most frequent. The interaction with protein partners is
realized by coiled coil motifs in C-terminus of FLOT sequences (Neumann-Giesen et al., 2004,
Solis et al., 2007) that were also predicted in AtFLOTs (Daněk et al., 2016).
Determination of PM-bound protein complexes by co-immunoprecipitation and
subsequent mass spectrometry (Co-IP/MS) can be tricky due to low fraction of PM proteins and
relatively drastic conditions that are required to solubilize the complexes from PM. Therefore we
applied modified protocol involving covalent cross-linking of the members of putative complexes
(Qi and Katagiri, 2009, Qi et al., 2011) which allows the usage of such conditions. In order to
minimize the false positive results originating from cross-linking of AtFLOT2 e.g. with abundant
cytoplasmic proteins we isolated and purified microsomal fraction prior to cross-linking.
AtFLOT2 was substantially enriched in both microsomal and PM fraction. Intriguingly
only few proteins were repeatedly identified from microsomal fraction while much more were
found to bind AtFLOT2 when PM fraction was used. This effect is due to low portion of PM in
microsomal membrane and associated low amount of PM-associated proteins which are thus
more diluted in total membrane proteins. Our microscopic observation indeed detected AtFLOT2
only in PM and thus working with PM-enriched membrane fraction in Co-IP/MS analysis is a
reasonable approach to obtain valid results in this case.
The determined interactors were mostly involved in cell transport (AtAHA1, AtABCG36,
AtPIP1;2, AtPIP2;1, AtPIP2;2, AtPIP2;6, AtPIP2;7, AtSYP71), plant immunity (AtAHA1,
AtHIR2, AtABCG39, AtNHL3, AtSYP71) or water stress (AtPIPs, AtERD4). Interestingly the
interaction of AtFLOT2 with AtHIR2 was detected and subsequently verified as direct, while
none of the two other AtFLOT isoforms were found. We suppose that this can be due to generally
lower level of AtFLOT proteins in leaf cell when compared with AtHIRs among which AtHIR2
is the most expressed one (Daněk et al., 2016). Among the detected interactors many of them
such as AtAHA1, AtPIP1;2, AtPIP2;7, AtSYP71, AtNHL3, AtERD4, AtHIR2 were in previous
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studies detected in DRM (Borner et al., 2005, Shahollari et al., 2004, Keinath et al., 2010) which
is also the case of AtFLOT2 homologs (Borner et al., 2005, Ishikawa et al., 2015) which suggests
that these proteins preferentially localize in similar PM sub-areas where they can interact which
could be important for their proper functioning.
Some of the revealed interactions were proven direct using split-ubiquitin system.
Interestingly AtPIP1;2 and AtPIP2;6 directly bound AtFLOT2 while the rest of the tested AtPIP
isoforms did not. Indirect interaction with other isoforms may be realized by binding AtPIP1;2
and AtPIP2;6 subunits of tetramers composed of different AtPIP isoforms (Jozefkowicz et al.,
2017). Moreover, interactome of AtPIPs comprises several hundreds of proteins (Bellati et al.,
2016) some of which can potentially indirectly interact with AtFLOT2.
In addition, AtFLOT1 was found to bind AtFLOT3 (Yu et al., 2017) so the interaction
with AtFLOT2 seems also probable. AtFLOT1 was found to colocalize (but the interaction per se
was not investigated) with AtAMT1;3 (Wang et al., 2013), AtBRI1 (Wang et al., 2015), AtPIP2;1
(Li et al., 2011), AtRbohD (Liu et al., 2015) and AtFLS2 (Cui et al., 2018) where it was important
for the clathrin-independent endocytosis of these proteins. AtFLOT1 was also found in early and
late endosome where it colocalized with the markers of these structures – AtVHA-a1 and
AtRabG3f (Yu et al., 2017). Moreover it was shown to colocalize with myosin-binding protein
AtMyoB1 (Peremyslov et al., 2013) which indicates that the vesicular transport of AtFLOT1
might be provided by its functional linking with actin cytoskeleton. AtFLOT2 may be involved
in similar processes as we identified AtSYP71, a Qc SNARE protein important for vesicular
transport (Sanderfoot et al., 2001) as its direct interactor.
Interestingly, we did not find any of the putative interactors which are available in
Associomics interaction database (Jones et al., 2014) for AtFLOT2 (Daněk et al., 2016) in our
study. Associomics interactions were determined in a screen using split-ubiquitin system and
revealed thus direct interactions (Jones et al., 2014). We suppose that these distinct approaches
in initial screen could contribute to different proteins determined.
The found interaction of AtFLOT2 should be in next steps verified in planta using e.g.
FRET or FLIM or cross-correlation spectroscopy techniques which would allow dynamic study
of the interaction in vivo.
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Differences between AtFLOT and AtHIR behaviour at the plasma
membrane
In our microscopic study we were using stable transformants of A. thaliana expressing single
isoforms of AtFLOT or AtHIR fused to GFP or YFP respectively under the control of CaMV 35S
promoter as there was very low fluorescence of AtFLOT1-GFP reported when the expression was
driven by endogenous promoter (Li et al., 2012).
Although both subgroups of proteins were found at PM where they formed
microdomains, in all AtHIRs we observed minor pool of the proteins to concomitantly localize at
the tonoplast. This tendency was most prominent in AtHIR3 which was present only at the
tonoplast. Intriguingly, AtFLOT1 was also localized at the tonoplast and probably also at other
endomembranes which is in line with the published results obtained using electron microscopy
(Li et al., 2012) as well as with its involvement in endocytosis of several membrane proteins (Hao
et al., 2014, Li et al., 2011, Cui et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2015).
Both subgroups significantly differed in lateral mobility at PM, where AtFLOTs were
generally more stable than AtHIRs. This was apparent at the kymographs which allows to display
the mobility of the whole fluorescent foci over time. Here it is visible that the majority of
AtFLOT-defined microdomains remains at the same position throughout the entire 120 s
observation period whereas AtHIR microdomains were more fluctuating. Corresponding results
were achieved by application of FRAP. Mobility of AtHIR3 at the tonoplast was however the far
highest of all isoforms from both groups. Similar difference was observed in case of aquaporins
where tonoplast localized isoform exhibited strikingly higher mobility than PM-localized one
(Hosy et al., 2014, Luu et al., 2012). Moreover, the same pattern was present in AtPIP2;1 where
PM pool was more immobile than the protein localized at endomembranes (Sorieul et al., 2011).
The higher mobility at the tonoplast than at PM has been recently also presented for AtHIR1 (Lv
et al., 2017a). In our case we can hypothesize that concomitant presence at the tonoplast promotes
the mobility of PM pool of the same protein. In addition to AtHIR1/2/4 this is also slightly
apparent for AtFLOT1 which is in minor pool present at the tonoplast and which was in our study
the least immobile of three AtFLOTs, however the difference was not significant. This higher
mobility may be caused by faster exchange between endomembranes and PM or by the different
way of interaction with PM.
The second possibility seems plausible to take place in our case as AtHIRs unlike
AtFLOTs harbour putative lipidation sites in their sequences (Daněk et al., 2016). Accordingly
AtHIRs were experimentally found to be myristoylated and palmitoylated while AtFLOTs were
not (Hemsley et al., 2013, Majeran et al., 2018). Both modifications were described to
differentially influence PM and endomembrane localization (Traverso et al., 2013). Moreover,
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we found a putative membrane-binding motif containing enrichment in basic and hydrophobic aa
residues (so called polybasic motif) in the very N-termini of all AtFLOTs and in several FLOTs
of other plant species. This motif seems relatively conserved in plant isoforms and it is not present
in AtHIRs suggesting that AtHIR and AtFLOT interaction with PM and/or other membranes is
indeed of a different mechanism. PM protein mobility was shown to be affected by lipid
composition. Plant PM is specifically rich in phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PI4P) which
makes it highly negatively charged and acidic (Simon et al., 2016). The putative polybasic motif
of AtFLOTs is prone to interact with the negatively charged PM by electrostatic interactions.
Reduction in PI4P content lowered the clustering of StREM1.3 into microdomains within PM
probably due to the impeded interaction between the protein and the lipid (Gronnier et al., 2017).
Interestingly, we observed a lower degree of clustering in AtHIRS than in AtFLOTs. We speculate
that the presence versus absence of the polybasic motif in the both groups may be a possible
explanation. Experimental verification of the contribution of the described motif (e.g. by
generation of truncated versions of the proteins lacking the respective motifs or by mutation of
the basic aa within the motifs) or the investigation of the effect of PI4P level on AtFLOTs and
AtHIR localization (e.g. by using inhibitors of synthesis of PI4P such as wortmannin and
phenylarsine oxide or genetically encoded PI4P phosphatase SAC1 (Simon et al., 2016))
however remains to be carried out.
Interestingly, the observed difference in mobility of the subgroups is in contrast with the
published data, where N-terminally tagged AtFLOT1 was more mobile than AtHIR1 tagged at its
C-terminus (Lv et al., 2017b). We think that the position of the tag can greatly contribute to the
difference as it was shown for AtPIP2;1 and AtPIP1;2 where C–terminal fusion of the fluorophore
exhibited higher mobile fraction, the increase was about 50 % in one of the isoform (Luu et al.,
2012). As both AtFLOTs and AtHIRs are supposed to interact with the membranes by its Nterminal SPFH domain and the lipidation sites of AtHIRs as well as the putative membranebinding motifs of AtFLOT are localized at the very N-termini we conclude that C-terminal fusion
is more safe with regards to a possibility of steric interference of the fluorophore with the
interaction between the protein and the membrane which could alter the natural behaviour of a
the proteins within the membrane. We assume that proteins with putative similar topology should
be tagged at the same manner (i. e. at C- or N-terminus) if they are to be compared.

Cytoskeleton roles in AtFLOT and AtHIR localization and dynamics
In addition to the prominent microdomain localization we observed another larger scale pattern
present in all isoforms localized at PM. Linear corrals lacking fluorescence signal were to a
various extend present in all tissues tested. In AtFLOT2 and AtHIR1 we demonstrate the
colocalization of such corrals with MTs or rather with MT bundles. Similar observation was made
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with more detailed focus where individual fluorescent foci were reported to be restricted in
movement by fine cytoskeleton network (Lv et al., 2017b).
We did not detect any apparent changes in localization pattern after the disruption of actin
of MT cytoskeleton in AtFLOT2, AtFLOT3 or AtHIR1, however a slight change in microdomain
density was reported in the literature after actin or MT depolymerisation due to reduced
endocytosis when measured using VAEM/TIRF imaging (Lv et al., 2017b). We suppose that our
confocal imaging may not be sensitive enough to reveal such smaller differences.
In MtSYMREM1 microdomains actin depolymerisation caused a decrease in density
while MT disruption had no effect (Liang et al., 2018) while in AtREM1.2 microdomain pattern
was “dissolved” under actin depolymerisation and a decrease in density was observed under
disruption of MTs (Szymanski et al., 2015). The effect of the cytoskeleton proteins is thus
different even on related proteins and the intensity of such an impact can also be quite variable.

Low mobility of plasma membrane proteins
When compared with metazoan homologs plant isoforms of related proteins often exhibit much
lower mobility (Martiniere and Runions, 2013). This is also the case of FLOTs as HsFLOT2
fluorescence recovery was rapid and reached approx. 80 % (Langhorst et al., 2007) which is in
great contrast with more than 90 % of immobile fractions measured in our study for AtFLOTs.
The values of FRAP reached for AtFLOTs and AtHIRs are in fact far high even when
compared with other plant PM proteins. The published values of mobile fractions reach roughly
from 10 % to 90 % (McKenna et al., 2014). The latter value is achieved for AtLTI6b, a PM protein
with far highest lateral mobility to be found in the literature (at least to my knowledge).
Interestingly the AtPIP2;1 and AtREM1.3 expressed transiently in tobacco reached much higher
recovery than in stable Arabidopsis transformants (McKenna et al., 2014, Jarsch et al., 2014).
AtFLOTs and AtHIRs are substantially more immobile than other peripheral PM proteins
remorins (McKenna et al., 2014, Jarsch et al., 2014) their FRAP values are rather similar to
proteins such as AtPIPs, AtFLS2, AtPIN2 or GFP fused to GPI anchor (McKenna et al., 2014,
Luu et al., 2012, Martiniere et al., 2012), i.e. transmembrane proteins or a protein localizes at the
apoplastic side of PM. The mere PM localization or even transmembrane stretch does not qualify
a protein to be immobilized since lipidated GFP (anchored to inner PM leaflet) or AtLTI6b
(having transmembrane stretch) exhibit much quicker lateral mobility and higher recovery rates
(Martiniere et al., 2012).
Sterols were reported to be involved in PM protein mobility. Lower sterol amount in PM
resulted in decrease mobility of AtPIP2;1 (Li et al., 2011), AtRbohD (Hao et al., 2014), AtFLS2
(Cui et al., 2018) as well as AtFLOT1 (Li et al., 2012) and HsFLOT2 (Langhorst et al., 2007). On
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the contrary AtHIR1 was more mobile under alteration of sterol synthesis and the mobility was
not changed under sterol depletion (Lv et al., 2017b). In our study we did not see any striking
changes in localization pattern in neither isoform of AtFLOT or AtHIR, nor a change in mobility
of AtFLOT2 and AtHIR1 under sterol depletion. Due to very high immobility of AtFLOT2 in
control conditions (immobile fraction > 95 %) it is possible that a relative increase of immobile
fraction would be too low to be detected.

Cell wall interaction with AtFLOT2 and AtHIR1
CW impact on PM dynamics is intuitive and deductible from the observed differences between
plant and metazoan isoforms of PM proteins or from the discrepancies in the mobility of the same
protein localized at PM and endomembranes (see above). In the presented work we investigated
the alteration in lateral mobility under CW disruption in AtFLOT2 and AtHIR1.
Isoxaben (ISX), a cellulose synthesis inhibitor (Scheible et al., 2003) induced a small
increase in mobility only in AtHIR1 while epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), a pectin methyl
esterase inhibitor (Lewis et al., 2008) induced a small decrease of mobility in AtFLOT2. This
opposite effect points to the possibility that proteins may be functionally lined to different
components of CW. EGCG treatment has been recently reported to increase the mobility and
microdomain size of AtFLS2 and AtPIN3 and the same effect was described for, 2,6dichlorobenzonitrile (DCB) another drug disrupting cellulose deposition to CW (McKenna et al.,
2019). Similarly, ISX treatment increased the mobility of AtPIN2 (Feraru et al., 2011).
Interestingly, DCB and ISX affected the mobility of the same protein AtLTI6b in the opposite
way, the former induced an increase (McKenna et al., 2019) while the latter provoked a decrease
which was also observed in our study (Martiniere et al., 2012). Given that DCB impairs the
cellulose deposition by a different way than ISX (Tateno et al., 2016) it seems that it is not only
overall amount of cellulose in CW which is important for a given protein features but also putative
changes in CW microarchitecture (probably different under different inhibitors) may cause
substantial alterations.
Unlike in AtPIN2 (Feraru et al., 2011) and AtPIP2;1 (Hosy et al., 2014) where an increase
of mobility was described under plasmolysis, i.e. the physical separation of PM from CW we
observed an opposite effect in both isoforms tested under strong osmotic challenging. However,
when mild osmotic treatment combined with partial CW digestion was applied we observed an
increase of mobility in subareas of PM detached to a various extend from CW which is in line
with the observation made in AtPIN2 (Feraru et al., 2011). Similar effect was induced by complete
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CW removal in protoplasts of AtFLOT2 reminiscent to the increase of mobility of GPI-anchored
GFP in protoplast (Martiniere et al., 2012).
It is important to take into account that all the reported proteins affected by CW disruption
mentioned in this section are PM transmembrane proteins some of which also possess a prominent
extracellular domain. This is not the case of AtFLOTs nor AtHIRs which cannot directly interact
with CW as they are localized at the opposite side of PM. The interaction thus must be indirect.
Interactors of AtFLOT2, many of which are transmembrane proteins, have been described above
in this text. In addition to them, AtTBL36 is proposed as an interactor of AtFLOT2 and AtFLOT3
in Associomics (Jones et al., 2014, Daněk et al., 2016). The protein is a homolog of a protein
important for cellulose deposition to CW (Bischoff et al., 2010). AtHIRs were reported to
constitute a PM-localized complex containing several transmembrane proteins (Qi and Katagiri,
2009, Qi et al., 2011).
Another possibility is the connection through PM leaflets by interdigitation of long acyl
chains of lipids from the extracellular side where GPI-proteins (sterically interacting with CW)
stabilize these interconnected PM subregions within cytoplasmic side of which peripheral
proteins (such as AtFLOTs or AtHIRs) can be anchored. However, such a system has been so far
described only in metazoan cells (Raghupathy et al., 2015).
Finally, CW disruption induces a variety of physiological responses as it produces a
number of molecular patterns which can act as elicitors and also activates mechanosensing
pathways (Engelsdorf et al., 2018). As AtFLOT1 mobility is enhanced by flg22 elicitor (Lv et al.,
2017b) and AtHIRs were found to bind lipoglycan elicitor (Vilakazi et al., 2017) it is possible that
CW alteration not only removes physical barriers for AtFLOT2 and AtHIR1 movement but also
release signalling agents that can contribute to the increase of mobility. To discern these two
possible effects, protein mobility could be tested under the treatment with CW-derived elicitors
or damage-associated molecular patterns such as oligogalacturonides (Bacete et al., 2018) or by
application of specific peptides described to impede metazoan cell adhesion which are in plants
reported to decrease the attachment of PM to CW (Gouget et al., 2006).
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Conclusions
In our study we find out that transcription of AtFLOTs is upregulated in response to Botrytis
cinerea, flagellin or cold and decreased under salt treatment. Interestingly, more than one isoform
reacts to a given stimulus which suggest possible redundancy of AtFLOTs in response to such
cues. This redundancy can also explain the lack of phenotype in single loss-of-function mutants
of AtFLOTs in our screen comprising salt treatment, phosphorus and nitrogen starvation, infection
with Pseudomonas syringae and Botrytis cinerea, treatment with bacterial elicitors or auxin and
abscisic acid. By Co-IP/MS analysis we revealed proteins interacting with AtFLOT2 that are
mainly involved in transport, water stress response and pathogen interactions which to a certain
extend correspond with the transcription changes induced by such treatments in our phenotype
screen. Finally, we focused on the localization pattern of AtFLOTs and AtHIRs using confocal
microscopy. We observed PM microdomain localization of all the isoforms except AtHIR3 which
was present only at the tonoplost. Minor tonoplast localization in addition to predominant PM
localization was however revealed to be shared in AtHIRs and AtFLOT1. Proteins at PM from
both groups were very stable, however AtHIRs were generally slightly more dynamic than
AtFLOTs as determined by FRAP approach and analysis of kymograms. We suppose that these
differences between the two groups in localization and dynamics may be attributed to their
putative distinct ways of association with PM. PM microdomain defined by proteins from both
groups are excluded from the linear corrals in PM surface. These corrals colocalize with MTs,
however MT or actin destabilization does not affect localization pattern of AtFLOTs and AtHIRs.
Increase in mobility of AtHIR1 and AtFLOT2 was observed under pharmacological or alteration
or enzymatic digestion of CW. CW thus affect the mobility of PM associated proteins that are not
in direct contact with it as both AtFLOTs and AtHIRs are inner leaflet peripheral proteins. Proteins
from both groups can be therefore involved in processes taking place at the CW/PM interface. As
CW alteration can be perceived as stimulus to a certain level resembling a pathogen attack and
with respect to observed transcriptional changes under pathogen or elicitor treatments as well as
to the determined protein interactors of AtFLOT2 involved in plant-pathogen interactions it is
possible that the effect of CW disruption on AtFLOT2 and AtHIR1 mobility at PM may be a
manifestation of their role in such processes.
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